### Asian Diaspora/Migration Courses

**ANTH 304: Transnational Migration and East Asia**
Undergraduate lecture taught by Sarah LeBaron von Baeyer. Explores topics such as labor migration to South Korea and African Pentecostal migration to China. Also covers global migrations out of East Asia such as Koreans in the US.

**ENGL 115: Literature Seminars. Writing the Asian Diaspora**
Undergraduate seminar taught by Scarlet Luk. Explores Asian Diaspora in literature and the development of writing skills. Preregistration required.

**ER&M 209/LITR 279/VIET 220: Introduction to Vietnamese Culture, Values, and Literature**
Undergraduate lecture taught by Quang Phu Van. Explores Vietnamese culture and values, includes discussions on the Vietnamese diaspora and Vietnamese American experience.

**HIST 363J/SAST 334/ER&M 433: Mobile South Asians and the Legal Order**
Undergraduate seminar taught by Rohit De. Examines mobility of South Asian migrants as merchants, indentured labor, students, refugees, and professionals since the 19th century. Focuses on their legal consciousness and the emergence of South Asian nations as world players.

### Asian American Courses

**ENGL 427: Asian American Literature**
Undergraduate seminar taught by Sunny Xiang. Discusses the role of literature in the political formation of “Asian American.”

**REL 465: Asian American Theologies**
Graduate course taught by Chloe Starr. Covers the development of Asian American theologies and Asian American Christianity, including questions such as why Korean American Buddhists attend church.

### Ethnic Studies Courses

**ER&M 221/AMST 206/WGSS 222: Introduction to Critical Refugee Studies**
Undergraduate lecture taught by Quan Tran. Examines refugees as complex historical subjects: discusses processes such as colonialism, imperialism, and war.

**ER&M 297/AMST 371: Food, Race, and Migration in US Society**
Undergraduate lecture taught by Quan Tran. Explores the relationship between food, race, and migration in the US.

**ER&M 300: Comparative Ethnic Studies**
Undergraduate lecture taught by Daniel HoSang. Examines racial formation in the United States: racial exclusion, social movements, etc.

### Questions?
Contact Katherine Hu, katherine.hu@yale.edu

(Courses on this list contain contents related to Asian American issues or the Asian Diaspora)